
 
 

 Software Engineer Internship - Netanya 
 
Start Date: flexible – 20-24 h/week 
Internship location Netanya 

 
Why You’ll Love Cisco 

 
We connect everything: people, processes, data, and things. We innovate everywhere, taking bold risks to shape the technologies that 
give us smart cities, connected cars, and handheld hospitals. And we do it in style with unique personalities who aren’t afra id to change 
the way the world works, lives, plays and learns.   We are thought leaders, tech geeks, pop culture aficionados, and we even have a few 
purple haired rock stars. We celebrate the creativity and diversity that fuels our innovation. We are dreamers and we are doers.                              
#We Are Cisco 
 
Team description: 
 

Cisco is looking to recruit software developer interns to be a part of the success of our product evolution and be part of a highly driven, 
talented engineering team. 
  
What You’ll Do: 

 
● The candidate will work on design and implementation of complex features in a multi-threaded environment under Linux OS using Java, 
or C++ software languages. 
 
Qualifications: 

 
● Student currently enrolled in a bachelor or master’s degree in Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, or a 
related major such as Math, Physics 
● The candidate will need to be hands on, fast learner and versatile across technologies and functional areas 
● Strong academic performance 
● Hands-on coding experience in Java/C++/ Python is an advantage 
● Good knowledge of OOD and multi-threaded development is an advantage 
● Strong communication skills, team player. 
● Can-do attitude with a strong drive to take the initiative and complete tasks. 
● Ability to work with remote teams and different time zones. 
● Be self-motivated with strong desire to learn and innovate. 
● Fluent in English.is an advantage 
 
About Cisco: 

 
The Internet of things is a phenomenon driving new opportunities for Cisco and it's transforming our customers' businesses worldwide. 
We are pioneers and have been since the early days of connectivity. Today, we are building teams that are expanding our technology 
solutions in the mobile, cloud, security, IT, and big data spaces, including software and consulting services. As Cisco delivers the network 
that powers the Internet, we are connecting the unconnected. Imagine creating unprecedented disruption. Collaborate with like-minded 
innovators in a fun and flexible culture that has earned Cisco global recognition as a Great Place To Work. With roughly 10 billion 
connected things in the world now and over 50 billion estimated in the future, your career has exponential possibilities at Cisco. 
  
Are you ready to change the World? 

 
Make your mark on the businesses of the future and apply now at jobs.cisco.com. 

 

Please submit your application including CV and grade sheet (in English or Hebrew) and mention "Technion Interview day" 
in the subject line - cnedelea@cisco.com 
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